Question 7: Do you have any comments on: (i) our proposed modifications to the Definitions and Interpretation section of the Numbering Plan? (ii) the other minor modifications we have proposed?:

There are other errors that need to be addressed:

01637 and 01841 both confusingly share the name "Newquay". 01841 ought to be renamed to reflect the fact it actually covers Padstow and not Newquay.

01885 "Pencombe" and 01886 "Bromyard" are also incorrectly labelled. Ofcom has labelled 01886 as Bromyard, but phones in that area actually use 01885. The 01886 code is used for a rural area to the east that includes neither Pencombe or Bromyard!

016977 is missing from the Numbering Plan, despite Ofcom's data downloads recognising the range as containing 5 digit area codes. This is anti-competitive and unhelpful to customers as some established providers are allocating customers in Brampton locally-diallable 4 or 5 digit numbers in the 016977 area code, while other companies offer 6 digit numbers and and 01697 area code. This is extremely confusing as subscribers using different telephone companies in the same town cannot call each other using local dialling.